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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses three current challenges to sustainability: human consumerism is
unsustainable; understanding sustainability requires systems thinking; and current
communication of sustainability is confusing and ineffective.
Systems thinking suggests that making small changes (applying levers) at leverage points
within a system can have big impacts. The thesis project (found in the appendix) is designed
to be a lever that can be applied to the confluence of leverage points that occurs at a
wedding. The desired outcome is increased sustainability of short- and long-term consumer
and cultural behavior.
Life events reflect and reinforce cultural norms of excessive consumption, thus represent a
unique opportunity to positively influence short- and long-term consumer behavior.
Weddings are positive life events that represent the confluence of three systems: individual,
cultural, and consumerism. It’s also an event in a person’s life where planning occurs before
consuming and therefore a great place to intervene. This presents a unique opportunity to
create a more sustainable cultural experience.
The design solution (the lever) presented in this paper is a miniature wedding booklet that
uses life cycle thinking (LCT) and infographics to convey systems thinking. It illustrates the
complexities of sustainability in an easy-to-understand format for a public lay audience. The
content offers alternatives to traditional consumer excess in a positive tone of voice.
Integrating LCT and infographics into the design of the miniature wedding booklet is
impactful and provides a competitive edge compared to other green wedding books. It adds
value to existing information in the publishing world and can serve as an educational tool to
make LCT mainstream through the use of infographics.
My hope is that the miniature wedding booklet will not only educate but inspire readers to
green other parts of their life as well. It’s meant to be used, re-used, and re-gifted.
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1. BIG PICTURE SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES
INTRODUCTION
This thesis focuses on three big-picture sustainability challenges: human consumerism is
unsustainable; understanding sustainability requires systems thinking; and current
communication of sustainability is confusing and ineffective.
The paper explains how applying levers at leverage points within systems can influence
life-long consumer and cultural behavior. From there, the paper describes how the design
solution of the miniature wedding booklet (found in the appendix) functions as a lever. It
acts at the confluence of three leverage points to simultaneously move the three systems of
individual, culture, and consumerism through the use of LCT and infographics closer towards
sustainable behavior.
Next, the paper dives deeper into the explanation of why life events, such as weddings, are a
confluence of leverage points and how a small change within a system can have a big impact.
Life events are systems where we plan before consumption and they reinforce individual
habits and social norms. That’s why they are an unique opportunity to create a positive
cultural experience to influence sustainable behavior.
Sustainability is a complex concept and requires systems thinking. This paper describes how
and why the miniature wedding booklet uses LCT and infographics to explain the
complexities of sustainability to the intended audience in an easy-to-understand format.
Last, the paper describes the look and feel of the miniature wedding booklet. It’s written with
a positive tone of voice to educate, encourage, and inspire the reader to adopt LCT to other
aspects of their life. The final pages of this paper talk more about the psychology behind
sustainable consumer behavior to achieve long-lasting change. And of course, the miniature
wedding booklet will be produced with eco-friendly production processes in mind.
Throughout the entire paper, multiple diagrams (created by the author) are presented to
illustrate the most important points.
a. HUMAN CONSUMERISM IS UNSUSTAINABLE
One of the biggest challenges to sustainability is that human consumerism is unsustainable.
Lester Brown from the Earth Policy Institute mentioned in his book World on the Edge that “it
would take 1.5 Earths to sustain our current consumption” (7).
There’s a difference between consumption and consumerism, as so well articulated in the
book The Story of Stuff by Annie Leonard (Leonard). Her book describes today’s dilemma of
overconsumption and consumerism and its impact on our planet, communities, and health.
Annie Leonard quotes numerous statistics that show how our way of producing, consuming,
and disposing goods will stretch our planet beyond its ecological limit. One particularly
startling statistic is that “globally, personal consumption expenditures (the amount spent on
goods and services at the household level) topped $24 trillion in 2005, up from $4.8 trillion
(in 1995 dollars) in 1960” (146). Leonard calls for a new way of consuming everyday
products since Americans simply have way too much stuff.
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John D. Adams argues that consumerism is one of the most compelling mental models that
has prevailed since the beginning of the 21st century. He defines mental models as the
worldviews and personal belief system of the individual. They are influenced by many
sources including religion, race, age and culture. One example he gives within the chapter
titled Six Dimensions of Mental Model in the book The Sustainable Enterprise Fieldbook is
the following:
Furthermore, in the aftermath of 9/11, the president of the United States encouraged
us to go shopping – not to have compassion, not to care about the world, not to
understand the underlying reasons for the attacks, not to get closer to our families,
but to go out and buy things. (61)
It implies that we have to shop in order to keep the economy healthy. This poignant
observation shows how consumerism is ingrained in our everyday culture as a coping
mechanism for stress. In the meantime, Americans are running on monetary and
environmental deficits with little regard for the future of the next generation as described by
Lester Brown. He mentions in the preface to his book World on the Edge that "as we are
thinking about the ecological deficits that are leading the world towards the edge, it
becomes clear that the values generating ecological deficits are the same values that lead to
growing fiscal deficits" (xi).
It’s not surprising that one of the most-quoted definitions of sustainability is the one
developed by the Brundtland Commission that defines sustainable development as
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (United Nations, “General Assembly”).
b. UNDERSTANDING SUSTAINABILITY IS COMPLEX AND REQUIRES SYSTEMS THINKING
Systems thinking is required to understand the complexities of sustainability. For example, a
given object can have different impacts in different environments. Systems thinking looks at
the relationships, connections, and entire context of a situation, organization, or organism.
Fritjof Capra mentions in his book The Web of Life that the properties of a living system are
destroyed when its parts are isolated from each other and not looked at in their totality (29).
In order for a living organism to be healthy and functioning it needs to be valued as a
dynamic component of an entire system of nesting networks. Like Capra, Leonard’s approach
to explain sustainability is through the eyes of a systems thinker, which acknowledges that
every product we consume is part of a bigger ecosystem.
Another way of looking at excessive consumerism is to call it a “messy situation” as defined
by Rosalind Armson in her book Systems Thinking for Messy Situations (Armson). She
suggests the use of systems thinking as a way to look at a messy situation in order to
understand it better and develop solutions. Using Armson’s approach, the elements of a
consumer system would include: the environment the systems lives in, boundaries to the
environment, components and their relationships to each other as well as subsystems within
these components. In the case of consumerism, there’s the consumer or shopper within our
material world and how he or she is connected to products through their needs and wants.
Then there are designers and manufacturers who can create or diminish, improve or worsen
this material world through sustainable or unsustainable solutions.
Within systems thinking are two ways to look at the life cycles of products: Life Cycle
Thinking (LCT), which is more qualitative, and Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), which is more
quantitative.
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LIFE CYCLE THINKING (LCT):
As per the book Okala: Learning Ecological Design by IDSA (Industrial Designers Society of
America) a product life cycle (LC) consists of raw material extraction, material processing,
component manufacturing, assembly and packaging, distribution and purchase, installation
and use, maintenance and upgrading, and last incineration or landfilling. Life Cycle Thinking
looks qualitatively at all product life cycle phases, including transportation between or within
phases, with associated environmental impacts (IDSA). The Hitch-Hikers Guide to LCA by
Baumann and Tillman states, that “some environmental impacts are not easily captured in
numbers. They are easily forgotten for which reason life cycle thinking or qualitative LCA are
important supplements” (39).
LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS (LCA)
As per the book Okala: Learning Ecological Design by IDSA:
Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCA) is a comprehensive method to account for all
ecological and human health impacts of a product or process over its entire life cycle.
LCA takes account of emissions at extraction from nature, materials processing,
product manufacturing, distribution and sales, use and upgrading, and end of life
dispositions to landfill, incineration, or recycling, and also includes transportation
among these phases. (34)
What separates LCA from LCT is that LCA is a “quantitative and analytical” (Baumann and
Tillman 66) tool to measure environmental impact. The authors mention that “so far LCA has
mostly been used internally in the companies, e.g. to develop an environmental overview of
their production and supply-chain, in the product development process, for screening
supplies etc.” (60).
One methodology to conduct LCAs is through the web-based tool Sustainable Minds that
allows designers to evaluate potential ecological and human health impacts. This is a useful
tool since it helps designers to calculate impacts at the beginning of the design process
(Sustainable Minds).
Calculating the impacts of products is very important yet also very time consuming and data
focused. This thesis project aims at conveying a qualitative way of thinking rather than
analyzing quantitative data. In The Hitchhikers Guide to LCA, Baumann and Tillman show
examples of life cycle approaches for different applications. For example LCT can be applied
to life style choices of consumers whereas LCA is more appropriate for eco-labeling criteria
for consumers.
The miniature wedding booklet aims to influence consumer thought patterns that can be
remembered to affect long-lasting change. Therefore this thesis project and paper focus on
LCT rather than LCA.
c. CURRENT COMMUNICATION OF SUSTAINABILITY IS CONFUSING AND INEFFECTIVE
Consumers are bombarded with green messages through advertising and magazine articles
that don’t communicate sustainability clearly or effectively. The messages are often either
overly simplified or presented in a data-heavy way.
The current communication of sustainability makes it hard for consumers to translate
sustainability into actionable steps because they don’t understand the bigger context of their
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actions within the ecosystem or their lives. For example, consumers may be encouraged to
recycle or use reusable water bottles, yet they don’t understand the bigger context of these
actions. These good intentions end up being one-off solutions that have little long-term
impact.
According to a study by the market research firm The Hartman Group, 69% of consumers are
familiar with the term sustainability yet only 12% say they can identify a sustainable
company, and only 21% can identify a sustainable product (Hartman Group). This presents an
opportunity in the publishing market to explain the concept of sustainability to consumers
and encourage them to make better, informed choices. The complex concepts of
sustainability can be explained to consumers in lay terms through the lens of LCT and
infographics in a compelling and positive way. This approach creates awareness about the
environmental wastefulness of life events while giving more sustainable alternatives.

2. GOAL OF THE PROJECT
a. USE LEVERAGE POINTS TO INFLUENCE LIFE-LONG CONSUMER AND CULTURAL
BEHAVIOR
An effective way to positively influence life-long consumer and cultural behavior is by
applying levers to leverage points that are magnified during life events.
As per How Stuff Works, a lever is a rigid bar that can turn about a fixed support called a
fulcrum. When a downward force is applied to the bar on one side of the fulcrum, it causes
the other side to rise. Moving the point at which the force is applied (the leverage point)
farther away from the fulcrum will cause greater upward movement. Leverage is a simple
mechanism used to magnify the effect of a force (How Stuff Works). The project is a lever to
increase sustainable consumer behavior.
Excessive consumerism is exaggerated during human life events such as weddings, baby
showers, and birthdays. Each life event involves a celebration or ritual in most cultures that
includes friends, family, and communities. During these events we act even more wastefully
than during the everyday. Our existing culture seems to give us permission to be more
wasteful or make extravagant and frivolous consumer decisions. For example, according to
the Green Bride Guide “each one of the 2.5 million weddings this year in the United States
will produce an average of 62 tons of carbon dioxide and 400-600 lbs of garbage (Green
Weddings).”
The objective of the project is to positively influence life-long individual and societal
consumer behavior by using the wedding as an amplified confluence of three leverage
points. It also aims to remind the reader about the purpose of the wedding system, which is
to celebrate the couple’s love and commitment to each other. It’s about being thoughtful
regarding the couple’s future life together in a sustainable manner for generations to come
by making greener choices.
b. THE DESIGN SOLUTION: A LEVER THAT USES LCT AND INFOGRAPHICS
The design solution in the shape of the miniature booklet functions as a lever for the
confluence of three leverage points that occur during the life event of a wedding. The
booklet makes the complexities of sustainability easy to understand for a lay person through
the use of LCT and infographics.
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THE MINIATURE WEDDING BOOKLET AS A LEVER
A wedding as a life event is an amplified confluence of three leverage points: individual,
consumerism, and culture. The miniature wedding booklet as a lever increases sustainable
consumer behavior by addressing the three leverage points as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The design solution addresses three leverage points as a lever (source: author)

The methods used within the lever are LCT and infographics. The miniature wedding booklet
uses LCT rather than LCA because LCT focuses more on the story of product life cycles
whereas LCA uses data. Keeping the audience in mind, the focus of the project is on the
visual story aspect.
PARALLELS BETWEEN LCT AND INFOGRAPHICS
As Meadows states in her book Thinking in Systems:
…systems happen all at once. They are connected not just in one direction, but in
many directions simultaneously. To discuss them properly, it is necessary somehow
to use a language that shares some of the same properties as the phenomena under
discussion. Pictures work for this language better than words, because you can see
all the parts of a picture at once. (5)
To build on Meadows’ thoughts, infographics are used as a visual language for the design of
the miniature wedding booklet to represent systems thinking.
Within the design literature there are many definitions of the term infographics. Often the
name is interchangeably used with data visualization and information design. Eward Tufte
mentions in his book Visual Explanations “to document and explain a process, to make verbs
visible, is at the heart of information design” (55). The intent of the graphics within the
miniature wedding booklet is to show the components and their relationships within the
bigger wedding and ecosystem.
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As per the book Infographics: The Power of Visual Storytelling by the Founders of Column
Five (Jason Lankow, Josh Ritchie, and Ross Crooks), information design is defined as “the
practice of representing information in a visual format” which could include “visualization
data, processes, hierarchy, anatomy, chronology and other facts” (20). Since the project has a
focus on communicating LCT and not LCA, a qualitative approach (processes, chronology)
and not quantitative approach (visualization data) is used.
Another definition of infographics is by Mark Smiciklas in his book The Power of
Infographics. Smiciklas states that infographics “are effective at explaining individual system
connections or components, helping crystallize ideas or concepts in a way that often helps
people see the larger picture and positively affect their ability to develop strategies and make
more effective decisions“ (49).
The goal of the miniature wedding booklet is to help readers see the big picture of
sustainability and their role within it to make greener choices. Moving forward, Smiciklas’
definition of infographics is used. It’s an effective tool to communicate LCT to the intended
audience as can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Parallels between life cycle thinking and infographics (source: author)

3. LIFE EVENTS ARE A CONFLUENCE OF LEVERAGE POINTS
a. A SMALL CHANGE WITHIN A SYSTEM CAN HAVE A BIG IMPACT
A system consists of components that are interconnected. Once you change one part it can
affect the entire system, and if this change happens at a leverage point the impact can be
significant.
The author Meadows states in her book Thinking in Systems that leverage points are “places
in the system where a small change could lead to a large shift in behavior” (145). A life event
is an occasion where we plan before consumption and therefore a great leverage point to
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intervene. She further states that “the idea of leverage points are not unique to system
analysis” (145).
Other theories have the same assumption that a small change within a system can have a big
impact. Buckminster Fuller called it a “trimtab”, which is a small device that helps turns a
huge rudder on a large ship (Krausse). Others have called it a silver or magical bullet, which
was a term originally coined by German scientist Paul Ehrlich (Nobel Prize). What all of them
have in common that they allow us to “change the structure of systems to produce more of
what we want and less of that which in undesirable” (Meadows 145). In the case of
consumption during life events, there are three leverage points where we can influence
consumer behavior to create less waste, which are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A life event has three leverage points (source: author)

Take a wedding for example: there’s the couple, the family, and then societal or cultural
norms. It’s a pivot point in their lives where there is an opportunity to define a “new normal”.
A small change within the couple’s behavior can be magnified. It’s a great time to influence
all three leverage points of the individual, consumerism and cultural behavior as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Life events are amplified leverage points through a nested pattern (source: author)
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Not only does the lever in the form of the miniature wedding booklet touch all three leverage
points, but the life event is also an amplified leverage point that gets bigger and more
impactful as it travels outward from the couple toward the community and culture.
b. LIFE EVENTS REPRESENT THE INTERSECTION OF THREE LEVERAGE POINTS
A life event is where the three leverage points of individual, consumerism, and culture come
together. That’s why influencing consumer behavior at life events can be so impactful.
Every human being passes through stages in their lifetime that are celebrated in the form of
life events that include birthdays, Bar and Bat Mitzvah, graduation, dating, engagement,
marriage, baby showers, etc. During these life events, the habits and belief system of the
couple will intersect with those of the family, community, and culture they grew up with and
live in.
If you take the wedding as an example, the future bride-to-be and groom-to-be might have
a different view of the meaning and design of their wedding than their families, which is
influenced by former generations, their culture, and status within society. The two belief
systems overlap at the life event. This presents an opportunity to either reinforce or change
the relationships and patterns for their current and future role within the context of their
values within society, and their attitude towards consumption. It has the potential to
contribute to a gradual shift in cultural norms and nudge consumers towards more
sustainable choices.
c. LIFE EVENTS ARE UNUSUALLY CONSUMPTIVE
Life events are special events in people’s life where consumption is higher than during the
every day.
As some of the following statistics show, consumers demonstrate a highly consumptive
behavior during holidays or celebrations. Part of it is that it’s considered a “special occasion”,
a mental vacation, where consumers feel they have a license or feel obligated to splurge.
They demonstrate their love or care towards each other by giving gifts to friends or family or
hosting celebrations that are quite often excessive and void of the original meaning of the
holiday.
As per The Recycler’s Handbook, half of the paper consumed in the U.S. every year is used to
wrap and decorate consumer products (The Earth Works Group). According to the EPA, about
40% of all battery sales occur during the holiday season for electronic gifts (Environmental
Protection Agency). As per the Greeting Card Association (GCA), 145 million Valentine cards
were purchased in 2013 (Greeting Card Association). This makes Valentines Day the second
largest holiday for sending cards, behind Christmas. Yet its scale of significance is mainly
created by corporate marketers such as major greeting card corporations, instead of
representing religious or cultural relevance, and creates a lot of waste.
d. LIFE EVENTS ARE SYSTEMS WHERE WE PLAN BEFORE CONSUMPTION
What all life events have in common is that people plan them well in advance, since a lot of
organization is involved.
The book Design + Environment by Helen Lewis and John Gertsakis states that
“environmental impacts happen at all stages of a product’s life-cycle” (13). It further
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mentions, that “however, no matter where in the product life-cycle the impact lies, most of
the impact is ‘locked’ into the product at the design stage when materials are selected and
product performance is largely determined” (13).
In fact there is an entire industry dedicated to planning the perfect wedding. As per
weddingindustrystatistics.com, 31% of brides plan their wedding more than 12 months
ahead, and nearly one in three hired or used a wedding planner in 2012 (Wedding Industry
Statistics). In the case of the wedding or other life event, this means that the biggest chance
to have an impact is during the planning phase where the miniature wedding booklet would
be used as an educational and planning tool.
In the US there are about 30-40 federal and personal holidays or celebrations in addition to
life events. Some of the most common life events that are celebrated are: Birthdays,
Valentines Day, Weddings, Dating, New Year’s Eve, Baby Showers, Father’s Day, Mother’s
Day, Christmas, Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, new jobs, vacations, office parties, moving,
Thanksgiving, Halloween, graduations, anniversaries, housewarmings, and Easter. The focus
of this project is on the wedding as the life event, as can be seen in the cover design in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Cover page design of miniature booklet (source: author)

What all those life events have in common is planning, transportation, venue, use, and the
disposal, as illustrated in Figure 6. The planning stage is universal to all life events and
where an event’s environmental impact is defined, thus it is an important leverage point to
intervene within the system. There are numerous impacts that occur within and between
each life stage impacts such as energy, raw materials, and production waste. Transportation
is called out as an environmental impact because the focus is on life stages, and
transportation connects those.
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Figure 6: Framework of life-events based on LC (source: author)

A wedding is a relatable example for the audience that is connected to the bigger picture of
a framework for life events in general. The concept is a scalable idea that can be applied to
one event like a wedding as well as many others such as birthdays or bridal showers.
e. LIFE EVENTS REINFORCE INDIVIDUAL HABITS AND SOCIAL NORMS
Life events are a time during a person’s life where individual habits and social norms are
formed or reinforced. If parents celebrate birthdays a certain way, their children will most
likely adopt the same style and traditions. That’s why these events are such a crucial time in
a person’s life to influence towards more sustainable behavior. As mentioned earlier, it’s an
amplified leverage point that ripples outward from the individual to their family and into
their culture.
In her book Psychology for a Better World, the author Nikki Harre talks about how copying
behavior of people around you and social norms influence sustainable behavior.
One example is illustrated in a well-known study that focused on the reuse of towels in hotel
rooms. In this example, a test was conducted at a hotel where two different messages were
displayed to encourage the reuse of towels to reduce water consumption. The first message
stated to “help save the environment” and the second one to “join your fellow guests in
helping to save the environment” (1013). The test results showed that there was more towel
reuse (44%) when the towel use was described as normal behavior as opposed to simply a
way to save the environment (35%). That’s why introducing a sustainable life style to life
events has the potential of having an impact on society as shown in Figure 7. Celebrations
like birthdays or weddings are part of the social norms that are passed down from
generations to generations.
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Figure 7: The feedback loop between positive choices and social norms (source: author)

Harre’s advice to her readers is “by living consistently with what you believe in, and doing it
as visibly as possible, you are affecting those around you and strengthening the possibility of
those behaviors being taken by others” (1147). Later Harre says,
although people sometimes ‘mindlessly’ copy, much of the time they are actively
interpreting what they see. Following on from this, you can strengthen your power as
a model if you are able to not only demonstrate the behavior itself, or leave traces of
it behind, but also transmit its meaning. It’s as if you’re weaving together a number
of different threads and showing people how they all contribute to the underlying
goal of living in a more sustainable way. (1185)
LCT is used in this project as a way to weave these different threads together and show how
every action or choice of a life event is connected to the bigger ecosystem.
f. LIFE EVENTS AS POSITIVE CULTURAL EXPERIENCES TO INCREASE SUSTAINABILITY
The challenge of this project is to create positive and sustainable experiences at life events
that will be adopted by many generations to come.
Harre talks about how positive emotions can help to build sustainability. When people are
experiencing positive emotions they are more open-minded to change and to try new things.
Furthermore, she argues that positive emotions contribute to a more global view, whereas a
negative mindset has a narrowing effect and makes people more locally-minded.
When it comes to LCT, which takes a more global view of the world, it’s desirable that
readers are in a positive mindset to understand the bigger context of a wedding or any other
life event.
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4. LIFE CYCLE THINKING (LCT)
a. LCT CONVEYS COMPLEX CONCEPTS OF SUSTAINABILITY TO LAY PEOPLE
As stated earlier, sustainability can be better understood by taking a systems thinking
approach; however, systems thinking is challenging for most consumers. LCT is a story
version of systems thinking.
LCT, rather than the data-heavy and product-specific LCA, is used to convey the potentially
complex concepts of sustainability in lay terms. The desired outcome is that the reader
considers where the products they use come from and what it took to make them. It can give
them a deeper perspective on environmental impacts of everyday objects that could be
applied to other areas of their life.
The purpose of the miniature wedding booklet is to educate and inspire readers, which
would lead to a change in consumer behavior. Objects exist long before they reach the
consumer, and continue existing after they dispose them. The audience should be aware of
the environmental impact of products that surround them throughout their entire lifetime.
Keeping the audience in mind, the booklet uses LCT to relate the LC of products to the
reader’s personal experience. All human beings go through life stages as well. That’s why
the design of the booklet shows the parallels between the human LC and a product LC. But
first let’s take a look what both LCs are and what they have in common.
WHAT’S A HUMAN LIFE CYCLE?
The human LC can be divided into four stages: birth, growth, adult, and elderly. Humans are
born as babies, then grow into toddlers, young children, and teenagers. During those times
they go to school, graduate and move on to their chosen career. Typically, they will start
dating and may get married and have children of their own. Most of these stages are marked
by the celebration of a life event. Children grow up, parents get older, and everyone
eventually dies, marking the end of the human LC.
There are many theories as to how to categorize the different stages of the human LC. Eric
Erikson’s psychosocial theory, for example, outlines eight stages of human development that
range from infant, toddler, preschool, schoolchild, adolescent, young adult, mid-adult, to
late adult (Erikson). But it seems that the most common life stages are the following six as
shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8: The most common human LC stages (source: author)

The human LC stages:
1. Birth (between fertilization and 40 weeks after)
2. Infancy (birth to 1 year old)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Childhood (between ages 1-10)
Adolescence (between ages 12-18)
Adulthood (from 18 – old age)
Death (old age – RIP)

WHAT’S A PRODUCT LC?
Like a human LC, a product LC is typically represented as a linear process that describes a
number of stages starting with raw material extraction and ending with disposal, as
illustrated in Figure 9. LC stages are consecutive and interlinked components of a product
system. According to the book Design + Environment by Helen Lewis and John Gertsakis:
analysis of the life-cycle of a product or service involves looking towards the past, or
upstream processes, of the product or service (raw materials, manufacturing,
transport and so on) and looking to the future use and possible disposal options, or
downstream processes, of the product (energy and materials consumed by the
product in use, re-use, recycling or disposal option for the product). (40)

Figure 9: The most common product LC stages (source: author)

The most common product life cycle stages are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Raw materials extraction (for example ore, water, and oil)
Processing (raw materials are turned into useable materials)
Manufacturing (materials are manufactured and assembled into a product)
Distribution (packaging and transportation)
Product use/service operations (consumer is using the product)
End-of-life (waste management through disposal, recycling, or reuse)

Each stage of the life cycle of a product has an environmental impact. During each life stage,
material and energy are required and waste and emissions are emitted. Energy used includes
sources such as coal, oil, nuclear energy, or renewable energy. Materials used include water,
minerals, or iron. Waste items include carbon dioxide emissions to the air, sewage to water,
or materials that are not recyclable. Each stage of the product LC comes with its unique sets
of challenges similar to the life stages of the human LC.
LIFE EVENTS: WHERE HUMAN LCs AND PRODUCT LCs OVERLAP
The Venn diagram in Figure 10 shows how human life cycles and product life cycles have
parallel stages, and that these two LCs overlap at life events:
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Figure 10: LC of humans and LC of products overlap at life events (source: author)

The miniature wedding booklet focuses on one life event—the wedding—instead of the entire
human life cycle, because it’s easier to green one life event than an entire life. Typically life
events require a lot of planning that may include looking at books and the Internet for
advice. The same thought process can be applied to other parts of a person’s life such as
dating, moving, or grocery shopping.
b. EVERY ACTION AT A LIFE EVENT IS CONNECTED TO THE BIGGER ECOSYSTEM
At the life event of a wedding, every action and decision is interconnected to one another
and to the bigger ecosystem within the planet.
The author Donella H. Meadows mentions in her book Thinking in Systems, that:
a system is an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way
that achieves something. If you look at the definition closely for a minute, you can
see that a system must consist of three kinds of things: elements, interconnections,
and a function or purpose. (11)
If you apply Meadows’ definition to a wedding, the elements include the wedding dress, the
engagement ring, the wedding cake, and gifts. They are all interconnected through the
bride-to-be, groom-to-be, wedding guests, and businesses that help create the products or
support the actual event. The purpose of the wedding is to create a memorable event to
celebrate the couple’s union.
Another concept that Meadows introduces in the same book is that “systems can be nested
within systems” (15). Take a wedding dress, for example, which is smaller part of the bigger
system of the wedding (see Figure 11). The dress itself has a system which consists of its
elements such as silk, yarn, dressmakers, fittings, alterations, as well as designers and
seamstresses. Its purpose is to make the bride feel and look beautiful on her wedding day.
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Figure 11: Spread from miniature wedding booklet that shows the LC of a wedding dress

As mentioned earlier, each life cycle stage has multiple ecological impacts. For example, it
takes water, energy, and natural resources to raise silk worms, and more energy and
materials to spin and weave silk. However keeping the audience in mind, the desired
outcome is make the process of LCT memorable and guide the viewer’s eye to the place
where they can make a difference at the point of planning for consumption. For the purpose
of the miniature wedding booklet, transportation has been highlighted as the environmental
impact that connects each of the life cycle stages.
The miniature wedding booklet is targeted at a consumer who may be unable to affect the
ecological impacts within each stage in the supply chain; however, they can make more
sustainable choices when planning their wedding, which is how they can intervene within the
wedding system. For this reason, the environmental impacts within each life stage are not
visually represented, but are mentioned within the copy of the miniature wedding booklet.
c. PLACES TO INTERVENE IN A WEDDING SYSTEM THROUGH LCT
There are multiple leverage points within the wedding system where brides-to-be, groomsto-be, and their family and friends can make greener choices.
The miniature wedding booklet aims to invite consumers to rethink their habits and replace
existing ones with greener choices. The approach taken is to illustrate places to intervene
within the complexities of a wedding system with its different stages. For example, the
booklet illustrates that the LC of a wedding ring (as shown in Figure 12) includes mining
materials, melting gold, making a mold, designing it, and finally wearing it until it becomes a
family heirloom or perhaps gets sold.
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Figure 12: Sample spread from miniature wedding booklet (source: author)

Although each stage has its own impacts and challenges; most are not in the control of a
consumer at the point of purchase. However, there are some positive choices consumers can
make when purchasing an engagement ring, such as choosing conflict-free diamonds, a
vintage ring, or even opting out of the tradition all together. Those places where a consumer
can intervene are called out in the booklet as green icons, as can be seen in Figure 12.
LCT can help consumers make greener choices and show how they can go from “why they
should care” to “what they can do.” One way to reduce the environmental impacts during
individual life cycle stages is to use a sustainability index to help guide choices. For
example, purchasing sustainable materials can help at the material extraction and
processing stages. Buying local helps cut down transportation costs and impacts. The
sustainability index, as shown in Figure 13, defines how the reader can intervene within the
existing wedding system.

Figure 13: Sustainability index from miniature wedding booklet (source: author)
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5. INFOGRAPHICS
a. INFOGRAPHICS AS A WAY TO ILLUSTRATE SYSTEMS THINKING
As stated before, the visual narrative opportunity of infographics lends itself to illustrate
systems thinking. Infographics are used to illustrate the components of a wedding system,
life cycle stages, and places where readers can make sustainable choices.
In business, infographics are often used to communicate a process, a hierarchy, or
relationships. Keeping the audience in mind, a visually narrative storytelling approach was
used with the aim to guide the viewer through a set of information to tell a story. This is
helpful for describing an ecosystem, as can be seen in Figure 14. It shows the LC of a
wedding cake on the left side of the spread, and the right side offers green alternatives for
how the reader can intervene within each LC stage. The flow between life stages is
highlighted and the green icons show how and where readers can make behavioral changes.
Smicklas mentions that:
if you don’t understand how things are connected, it’s difficult to make a good
decision. Using infographics to visualize how people, concepts or entities are
connected helps spark discussion and accelerates understanding of the relationships
that are important to your organization or industry. (47)
The use of infographics within the miniature wedding booklet aims to communicate the LCT
of a wedding to an audience who is likely to be overwhelmed during the planning process.
It’s kept simple to get the main idea of LCT across. Smiciklas calls infographics “a
visualization of data or ideas that tries to convey complex information to an audience in a
manner that can be quickly consumed and easily understood” (3).

Figure 14: LC of a wedding cake with green alternatives (source: author)
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b. INFOGRAPHICS HELP READERS UNDERSTAND CONTENT BETTER
Infographics can explain relationships and systems in a visual manner that’s easier to
understand than with written language only. This is especially important since sustainability
is complex and it’s important to put an item into the context of an entire system.
People understand content better when visuals tell a story. As per the website Learning
Design and Technology by Michigan State University, about 65% of the population are visual
learners, meaning they need to see what they are learning, as opposed to 30% that are
auditory learners and about 5% that are kinesthetic learners (Michigan State University).
Visual communication also increases retention of information, as mentioned by the Founders
of Column Five (Lankow, Ritchie, and Crooks). The authors state that infographics “help
people retain information, as the graphics are able to extend the reach of our memory
systems. Visualizations do this by instantly and constantly drawing upon nonvisual
information that’s stored in our long-term memory” (352). The authors then continue to say,
that “long-term memory stores information from our experiences that we will retain for long
periods of time” (352). This implies that infographics are an effective way to change longterm consumer behavior.
Another aspect of infographics is that information needs to get compressed to make it more
accessible and understandable for a broader audience. Smiciklas states that infographics are
effective at “getting a large number of people on the same page” (49). He recommends to
use the “5 Ws” in storytelling: why, who, where, what, when. The same is the case for
developing LCTs and the story of products, which helps to get the reader into the habit of
thinking things through, asking questions, and investigating where things come from and
where they end up. This thought process has more staying power than a simple to-do-list.
Since the information for the LCs is compressed to make the green icons stand out, only
transportation is called out as an environmental impact between the LC stages. Keeping the
audience in mind, Tufte’s design strategy of the smallest effective difference has been used.
It states that muting “secondary elements will often reduce visual clutter – and thus help to
clarify the primary information” (74). In the case of the miniature wedding booklet, the
desired main take-away are the green icons where consumers can have a positive impact.
c. VIVID INFORMATION IS MORE LIKELY TO BE REMEMBERED
Information that is vivid is more likely to be remembered since it stands out from its
environment through bold colors or shapes. It’s more likely to catch the attention of the
intended audience.
As per the book Fostering Sustainable Behavior by Doug McKenzie-Mohr, it’s important to
present communications vividly to be effective and for the information to be remembered.
More specifically, McKenzie-Mohr mentions, “vivid information increases the likelihood that a
message will be attended to initially, a process called encoding, as well as recalled later” (96).
He then continues, “furthermore, because it is vivid, we are more likely to remember the
information at a later time. This last point is critical. If the information is only remembered
fleetingly, it is not likely to have any long-lasting impact on our attitudes or behavior” (96).
That’s why bold and colorful icons were used throughout the miniature wedding booklet.
Even if a reader quickly flips through it, they will understand that all those items within a
wedding are part of the LC of a wedding.
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6. THE MINIATURE WEDDING BOOKLET
a. AUDIENCE
The target audience for the miniature wedding booklet is couples planning a wedding. They
are either already interested in sustainability but would like to know how to green a wedding,
or are new to a green life style. Consumers at the cusp of a new life event can either buy the
gift book for themselves or receive it as gift from a friend or family. The bride-to-be and
groom-to-be are well educated, and it’s less about their age than mindset. The desired
outcome from reading the book is that they feel inspired to start a new chapter of their life
by a strong commitment to the environment as well as to each other.
The miniature wedding booklet is lighthearted through vivid and positive infographics to
make a green life style more attractive and mainstream, and to blend in with other books or
websites that they might use to plan their wedding. It intentionally does not want to alienate
the reader since the event in itself is a positive time in the couple’s life.
b. COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
A search on Google and Amazon showed that there are currently twenty books on how to
green weddings, homes, or raising a baby. Each has a focus on style or money. Some
examples are The Green Bride Guide: How to Create an Earth-Friendly Wedding on Any
Budget by Kate Harrison, and Raising Baby Green: The Earth-Friendly Guide to Pregnancy,
Childbirth, and Baby Care by Alan Greene, Jeanette Pavini and Theresa Foy DiGeronimo. The
search did not reveal any books that consider greening a wedding through the lens of LCT.
c. THE DESIGN, LAYOUT, AND WRITING APPROACH
Weddings tend to be an overwhelming time where a lot of brides-to-be and grooms-to-be
just want to know what to do, and look at the Internet and existing literature for advice. A lot
of information – and social pressure - comes from the reader’s family, friends and culture;
however, the project aims to encourage readers to stick to their own values. That’s why the
miniature wedding booklet needs to make it easy for the couple to digest and integrate a lot
of new information.
THE FORMAT
The chosen format is a miniature-sized booklet to provide the reader with small manageable
pieces of information along with choices to green their life event. Systems thinking is
conveyed through modular building blocks that are presented as the three color-coded
phases of the pre-event, at-event, and after-event. Working within a confined space has
more impact since it allows for a stronger focus on the core elements that the booklet would
like to convey, and has a better way to reach the audience. This format is in keeping with the
overall approach that it is easier for the reader to make bite-size changes to their life event
instead of trying to change their entire life. In addition, less paper is used compared to a full
sized book, which reduces its environmental impact.
The full size layout for the miniature booklet is designed to be 5”x5”. This will be modified to
generate the least amount of paper waste and conserve resources once a publisher has been
found, and the content, binding technique, distribution, and quantity finalized. As stated
during the planning of the life event, eco-friendly decisions need to be made at the planning
of a booklet. Preliminary conversations with local FSC-certified printers within New York and
New Jersey showed that for a small quantity, parent sheets of approximately 11”x17” were
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recommended with digital printing. A digital workflow reduces paper waste and is better
suited for short print runs. This would allow for 12 pages per sheet to be printed. Digital
printing would even offer the opportunity to provide customized printing for gifts where the
couple's name could be printed on the inside cover.
It’s an important part of the design process (similar to the planning phase of a life event) to
consider what the end result should look like based on minimal environmental waste.
However at this stage in the process the content has not been finalized yet since it’s a
proposal; the actual specifications of paper size and printing technology will be finalized
once a publisher has been found and the final scope of the book determined.
The content could live on multiple publishing platforms such as an e-book or a traditional
book in a miniature gift book format to encourage consumers to make greener life style
choices.
THE LOOK AND FEEL
The miniature format defines the resulting look and feel for the infographics and typography.
No diagram is too complex or carries too much information by itself. Instead the graphics
build on top of each other as the pages progress throughout the booklet. The goal was to
have strong visuals that explain a lot without requiring a lot of explanatory text. In order to
keep the content informative yet fun, colorful icons were created in red, blue, and orange to
color-code each stage of the event that ranges from pre-event, at-event, to after-event.
All information is packaged with the audience and format in mind. The design needs to be
highly visual by narrowing down the content to increase the size of typography and visuals to
make the content more entertaining. The book serves as a curator and only uses the most
interesting green alternatives or facts. Otherwise the information looks too much like work
and as discussed earlier, text-heavy work in general does not interest or engage readers as
much. Instead, a legend with green icons was created to eliminate the need to repeat the
same information throughout the booklet. The look and feel of icons, combined with tidbits
of information, makes the information more digestible.
Another consideration is that different graphic treatments evoke different emotions in a
viewer. Information can either be approachable or just look like any other data. In the case of
the miniature booklet, the information is educational and actionable.
THE TONE OF VOICE
Green suggestions are presented without inducing guilt within the reader, which is an
important way to reach the audience. As pointed out earlier, people are more likely to make
sustainable choices when in a positive frame of mind. In her book Psychology for a Better
World, Harre argues that:
positive experiences are an important way to inspire and motivate people, as they
attract us towards the activity or message being promoted. More than that however,
positive moods bring out important personal qualities that are essential to social
progress. (256)
The miniature booklet was created with a friendly and light tone of voice targeted to the
audience with earth-friendly suggestions reinforced with visual icons. The language talks
about the environment in a positive voice to reach the audience and to encourage consumers
to make long-lasting positive changes.
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As per McKenzie-Mohr, another key aspect in creating effective messages is to make the
message specific. The author says, “when crafting your message, you’ll want to ensure that
the actions you advocate are clearly articulated. Messages that describe actions to be taken
in clear, straightforward steps are more likely to be understood and followed” (101). That’s
why bullets were chosen with easy to follow actionable tips.
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION PRACTICES
As mentioned before, the wedding miniature booklet will be produced with eco-friendly
production processes to create less paper waste. In addition, the full life cycle of the booklet
will be taken into consideration as outlined in the book Sustainable Graphic Design – Tools,
Systems, and Strategies for Innovative Print Design by Wendy Jedlicka. A "Printing Checklist"
contributed by This Is Folly/Organic Design Operatives in Chapter 5 of the book gives an
overview of managing a sustainable printing process that includes, but is not limited to, the
following: specify high post-consumer waste content, specify vegetable or low VOC inks and
use local, FSC certified printers, and FSC papers (360).
Most importantly, the printing checklist mentions to “brainstorm the most effective and least
resource intensive medium/format in which to solve” the design problem (360). In the case
of the miniature wedding booklet, the same content could be explored as an e-book or app
for a smart phone. These decisions can be determined once distribution has been defined
through a publisher.

7. CONCLUSION
a. COMBINING LCT AND INFOGRAPHICS IS WHAT MAKES THE BOOKLET UNIQUE
Combining LCT and infographics into a miniature wedding booklet is what makes this project
unique and gives it a competitive edge compared to other green wedding books. It’s so
impactful because it has three leverage points. It adds value to existing information in the
publishing world and can serve as an educational tool to make LCT mainstream through the
use of infographics. To summarize, there are three points to positively change consumer
behavior for many generations to come:

1. Small changes can have a big environmental impact through leverage points.
2. Using the wedding as an example represents the confluence of three leverage points:
consumer, society, and culture.
3. The project is at the confluence of where the leverage points and life events overlap
which creates the story of sustainability for the booklet.
b. THE MINIATURE BOOK AS AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL
Another aspect of infographics is their share-ability within the digital space. The author Mark
Smiciklas quotes Jason Fall (CEO of Social Media Explorer LLC) in his book when he mentions
that infographics have a low barrier for sharing. They are fast to understand in today’s timepressed world and easy to share if they have something meaningful to communicate (38).
It’s important to create a habit for the reader to think things through and to apply the
process of LCT to other areas of their life. There could be a digital extension that lets the
reader interact with choices for a wedding, for example, or other areas of their life that then
gives them a score about their environmental impact. It could be an online planning tool that
lets them modify their planning choices until they achieve the desired environmental impact.
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c. WHAT’S NEXT?
The content of the miniature wedding booklet examines weddings, but the same system can
be used for other life events of the consumer’s life. It’s a scalable idea. The goal is to get
readers excited about the continuation of the booklet and hopefully give them a tool for how
to green other aspects of their life.
A next step would be to send the miniature wedding booklet as a proposal to potential
publishers. It could be the first book out of a mini-series with follow-up books or the first
chapter of a bigger book. Potential titles for miniature-booklets are shown in Figure 15:

Figure 15: Potential titles for additional miniature-booklets

As a follow-up to the project I would like to do some testing with actual brides-to-be and
grooms-to-be to see if the concept of LCT resonates with consumers and if it’s
communicated effectively. It would be helpful to explore how much information is too much
or to little and if the reader would prefer simple checklists or a broader overview. One
possibility would be to ask those questions through an online survey.
Another area to explore would be if potential readers feel inspired by the book to adopt this
type of thinking to other areas of their life and to share some of their stories on a blog.

Note: Please consider the environment before printing this thesis paper. Print on both sides
with recycled paper.
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defined the meaning of sustainable development even that the Brundtland
commission resolved shortly after.
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Miniature Wedding Booklet - reduced at 75% (original size 5”x5”)

Weddings are a turning point within the life of a couple

The life of a wedding

and their families. They reflect and reinforce cultural
norms. Traditionally they are wasteful of our natural
resources. This gift book illustrates the Life Cycle (LC) of
a wedding and offers greener alternatives to reduce its
ecological impact in a fun and entertaining way.

2

2%

tons
of hazardous mining waste is
generated for one wedding ring.

of bridesmaids will wear
their dresses again.

How life cycle thinking
reduces environmental impact.
BY ELKE ERSCHFELD

Printed on 60% post-consumer waste, processed chlorine free paper.

back cover

front cover

There’s the human life cycle

BIRTH

INFANCY

CHILDHOOD

LIFE HAS A BEGINNING, MIDDLE, AND END.
We are born as a baby, then grow into a toddler, young
child and teenager. During these stages we go to school,
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ADOLESCENCE

ADULTHOOD

DEATH

graduate and move on to a career. Eventually we will start
dating, might get married or have children. Finally, one day
we will die which is the end of our human life.
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Products have life cycles too

MATERIAL
EXTRACTION

PROCESSING

MANUFACTURING

A LIFE CYCLE IS PART OF A BIGGER SYSTEM
A product life cycle describes the stages in the life of a
product, from extraction of raw materials to end-of-product

DISTRIBUTION

PRODUCT USE

END-OF-LIFE

life. During each stage materials, energy, and other resources
are consumed. In addition waste and emissions are produced.
It’s important to look at the entire life cycle of a product.

Both have much in common

LIFE CYCLE
OF PRODUCT

LIFE
EVENTS

LIFE CYCLE
OF HUMANS

There are many occasions in life when the
two cycles intersect like baby showers,
birthdays or weddings. To decrease the
environmental impact of those life events,
life cycle thinking (LCT) is useful since it
looks at the event in its entire context.
Despite its small size, this book is intended
to help you see the big picture while
planning a wedding.
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You’re part of a wedding system

Invites
Wedding Rings
Bridesmaid
dress

Honeymoon

Wedding
Cake

Venue

Bachelor party
Fittings
Proposal

Catering

Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) takes a holistic
approach to evaluating the environmental
impact of a wedding.
It takes a look at how every decision you
make in planning your wedding has
an impact on the environment and shows
how these steps are connected within the
bigger eco-system of nature. You can use
LCT to green your wedding.

Look at the big picture of a wedding

Venue

Jewelry
Catering

Pre-Event

Wardrobe

At Event: Wedding Day
• Proposal
• Invites
• Registry
• Fittings
• Bachelor/ette Parties
• Dance Lessons

• Venue (reception and ceremony)
• Menu (Food and Drinks)
• Wardrobe (Groom, Bride, Bridesmaids)
• Entertainment (Music)
• Decorations (Flowers, Tableware)
• Lighting
• Photography/Video

Post-Event:Clean Up, Honeymoon and Marriage

• Food leftover
• Gift Return
• Decor Disposal
• Wardrobe

• Destination
• Transportation
• Activities

• A New Home

(Note: not every single bullet will be addressed within the book)
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2. Harvesting cocoons

.

And the smaller picture of a dress

1. Raising silkworms

3. Spinning & weaving

7. Drycleaning,
storing & disposing
4. Designing & sewing

6. Celebrating
the wedding day

5. Shipping, buying &
fitting

Many brides dream about the perfect wedding
dress that they will wear for one day in their
entire life. It’s not only costly but also uses precious
resources through the intricate manufacturing
process of silk harvesting, spinning, weaving,
designing and sewing. Other factors include
shipping and transportation of the materials as
well as multiple car trips by the bride to find the
perfect dress. Each life cycle stage has multiple
environmental impacts.

{ THE LIFE OF A SILK DRESS }

The marriage proposal

Wouldn’t it be great
to have a union
that stands for more
than marriage?
Choose a commitment
to each other and the
planet.
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The environmental commitment
When planning your wedding, keep in mind that
each product you use has a life cycle with several
stages. One way to reduce their environmental
impacts is to use a sustainability index to
help guide choices. For example, purchasing
sustainable materials can help at the material
extraction and processing stage. Buying local
helps cut down transportation costs and impacts.
The following pages contain suggestions on how
to green your wedding with the above in mind.

Your sustainability index

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

Use materials that are renewable, recycled,
reclaimed, biodegradable, and organic.
They have less of an impact on the environment.
See the glossary for examples.

HEALTH

Look for products or materials that do not contain
toxic materials such as pesticides in food or VOCs
in furniture. See the glossary for examples.

LOCALITY

Buy local to reduce the ecological footprint of a
product since it doesn’t have to travel as far and
uses fewer natural resources.
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FAIR-TRADE

Purchase products that are fair trade certified to
ensure they are made with ethical business practices
under fair-labor conditions.

DEMATERIALIZATION

Replace a product with a service or online
alternative so that fewer resources are used.

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE

Reduce or reuse what you have whenever you can.
It saves energy and natural resources. Always try to
recycle or compost what can’t be reused.
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Popping the question: green or gold?

2. Crushing & grinding

1. Mining ore

3. Mold making

- Choose metal (gold) made from recycled
material.
- Buy a synthetic diamond.
- Go with other gemstones.
- Support local designers.

7. Recycling, passing it
on to next generation
4. Melting, casting,
stonesetting

6. Wearing it forever

- Look for conflict-free diamonds.
- Skip the convention all together.

5. Shipping & buying

{ THE LIFE OF A WEDDING RING }

- Use a vintage or antique ring.
- Use a family heirloom diamond, gemstone
or ring.

Invitation: let’s gets started

2. Pulping

1.Harvesting trees
3. Paper and ink
manufacturing

- Use recycled, tree-free and chlorine-free paper.
- Use seed paper which is fun and multi-purpose.
- Use soy, vegetable and water-based ink.
- Support local, paper-making craftspeople.

7. Disposal
or recycle

4. Designing
and printing

- Look for FSC-certified paper.
- Go paperless through evites, blogs, or websites.
- Request e-mail RSVP instead.

6. Sorting and RSVP
5. Mailing to guests

{ THE LIFE OF AN INVITE }
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- One invite and one RSVP card is enough.
- Keep your guest list small.
- Make your own card from paper scraps.
- Encourage recycling.
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2. Porcelainizing clay

Registry: many sustainable gifts
1. Mineral extraction
3. Shaping & drying

- Select items for your registry made of
sustainable materials such as bamboo,
organic cotton, recycled materials, etc.
- Support local, craftspeople.

7. Recycling,
disposal

4. Fired in kiln, glazing

6. Couples uses it.

5. Shipping & buying

- Choose fair-trade gifts and companies with
socially-responsible business practices.
- Have your guests donate instead of gifting.
- Use retailers that donate part of purchase.
- Only register for what you need.
- Opt out of wrapping.
- Register for multi-functional gifts.

{ THE LIFE OF A VASE }

Wardrobe: beautiful inside and out

2. Tanning leather

1. Raising cattle

3. Cutting, glueing

- Choose sustainable materials such as
bamboo, organic cotton, peace silk, etc.
- Look for clothes that are not bleached or
chemically treated.
- Visit local thrift shop.
- Support local dressmakers and fitting.

7. Reuse
or recycle
4. Stitching,
finishing

- Choose fair-trade manufacturing.
- Rent a dress, tuxedo, or bridesmaid dresses.

6. Wearing it at
wedding day.

5. Shipping, fitting
and buying

{ THE LIFE OF A SHOE }
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- Use less material, especially for Bride’s dress.
- Opt for dresses, suits, and shoes that live
beyond the wedding day.
- Go vintage/family heirloom.
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2. Pressing of grapes

Bachelor/ette parties: green fun

1. Harvest grapes

3. Fermentation

- Get organic spirits.
- Go vegan.
- Get eco-friendly novelty gifts like organic oils.
- Get organic or local (farmer’s market) snacks.

7. Disposal or
recycling
4. Tasting and
packaging
6. Drinking it

5. Shipping & buying

{ THE LIFE OF CHAMPAGNE }

1. Material extraction

3. Making a structure

6. Occupancy

- Use evites.
- Replace the party with an outdoor event like a hike.
- Do something that gives back to the community
or the bachelor(ette)s favorite cause.
- Walk or bike to a local venue.
- Rent hybrid or EV cars.
- Rent tableware, including dishes and
cutlery to reduce disposable ware.

Venue: make it memorable & green

2. Building materials

7.Demolition or
renovation

- Choose fair-trade manufacturing.

4. Construction

5. Getting there

- Choose a refurbished or restored
historical site.
- Use tents made of bamboo or organic
cotton.
- Support local vineyards or farms by using
their locations.
- Go with a location that supports local
food industries.
- Support local communities like universities.
- Have reception and ceremony in one
place.

{ THE LIFE OF A BUILDING }
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Catering: eat local, think global

2. Producing flour

1. Harvesting wheat

- Go vegan to conserve resources.
3. Choosing
cake ingredients

7. Dispose
or compost
4. Baking
& decorating

- Choose organic food and spirits.
- Support local catering service or
restaurants.
- Eat in season to support local farmers.
- Select fair-trade, shade-grown, organic.

6. Eating it at wedding

5. Shipping & buying

{ THE LIFE OF A WEDDING CAKE }

2. Sprouting

- Compost left-over food.
- Donate leftover food.
- Plan menus to reflect the number of
guests to reduce waste.

Decorate in green style

1. Planting seeds

3. Harvesting

7. Disposal
or composting

4. Arangements

- Buy organic flowers or use local, whole plants
or herbs.
- Use recycled tableware or biodegradable
disposables and napkins, tablecloths made of
sustainable materials.
- Go with soy-based candles.
- Support your local florists, craft stores, and
party favor companies.
- Buy fair-trade flowers.

6. Decorating

- Eliminate place cards.
5. Shipping & buying

{ THE LIFE OF A FLOWER BOUQUET }
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- Choose table ware and candles that you can
reuse long after.
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Transportation: low-impact driving

2. Processing materials

1. Mining material

- Encourage bicycling or walking.
3. Bodyshop, paint shop
7. Disposal and
recycling

- Rent a bus.
- Use public transportation.
- Purchase carbon-offsets.
- Webcast the wedding.
4. Assembling

6. Driving

- Drive hybrids and electric vehicles.
- Carpool with friends and family.

5. Shipping & buying

{ THE LIFE OF A CAR }

Clean up: happily ever after

2. Extrusion, moulding

1.Oil drilling

- Clean the venue with green cleaning supplies.
3. Plastic production

- Donate left-over food.

4. Moulding

7. Disposal
or recycling

6. Using it to serve
5. Shipping & buying

- Proper recycling (paper, plastic, glass, aluminium)
- Compost biodegradable materials.
- Reuse or donate decorations.
- Return or donate gifts.
- Encourage the bridal party to donate some of
their clothes.
- Return rented, non-disposable plates and
silverware.

{ THE LIFE OF DISPOSABLES }
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The well-deserved honeymoon

2.Processing materials

1. Mining material

3. Building parts

7. Recycle
or disposal

- Choose resorts with sustainable features
(reusable towels, low-flush water toilets
and showers, recycling policies, organic
or natural toiletries and cleaning products)
- Book eco-resorts or eco-lodges.
- Support locally-owned hotels or resorts.
- Stay locally in the US.

6. Wear and tear

4. Construction

5. Vacation rentals

{ THE LIFE OF A RESORT COMPLEX }

- Go on a volunteer trip.
- Choose reputable eco-tour operators that
represent social, environmental, and
economic values.
- Offset your carbon emissions from plane
rides.
- Practice low-impact travel in ecologically
sensitive areas.

Creating a sustainable home

2. Building materials

1. Mining material
3. Creating
components

7. Recycle or
dispose

- Sustainable building materials (bamboo, FSC
certified wood, recycled metal).
- Furniture made from sustainable materials
(FSC-certified, refurbished, family heirlooms,
organic cotton fabrics).
- Low-VOC building materials and paints.

4. Construction

- Share what you already have.

6. Living together

5. Buying and moving

{ THE LIFE OF A COUCH }
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- Energy-efficient appliances (ENERGY STAR
rated).
- Conserve water through low-flush toilets
and showers.
- Create recycling and composting areas.
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The life cycle of this book

Harvesting

Pulping

Paper and Ink

REUSE, REPEAT, REGIFT WHAT YOU LEARNED
The content of this book examines weddings but the same
life cycle thinking can be used for other events of your life

?

Publishing

Useful Life

Regift

Manufacturing

Note: this list is a starting point for further explorations on your own.
Always ask where materials come from and where they go. Keep exploring.

like bridal showers, barmitz vahs, baby showers, office
parties, birthdays, vacations or dating. The same principles
can be applied to everyday objects like this book.

SUSTAINABLE GLOSSARY

BAMBOO

ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

BIODEGRADABLE

ENERGY EFFICIENT

CARBON OFFSET

FAIR TRADE

COMPOSTING

FSC (Forest Stewartship Council)

CHLORINE

HEMP

DEMATERIALIZATION

LYCOCELL

WHAT: A rapidly renewable resource that can be used in fabrics or as an
alternative to wood. WHY: Saves natural resources and reduces waste.
WHAT: Substances that break down by natural processes through the actions of
living organisms. WHY: Fewer toxins.
WHAT: Mitigates CO2 emissions through purchasing carbon credits from a
certified provider. WHY: Impacts and supports renewable energy projects.
WHAT: A process where organic wastes such as food, paper scraps, or coffee
filters decompose naturally. WHY: Creates natural nutrients for the soil.
WHAT: A chemical compound used to whiten paper and clothing. WHY: Chlorine
creates by-products that are toxic to human health and the environment.
WHAT: The reduction of material used in a product or its replacement through a
service that provides the same benefit. WHY: Less waste and fewer resources.
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WHAT: The total impact of a person or organization on the environment through
use of natural resources. WHY: The smaller, the better.
WHAT: Products or systems that use less energy but do the same job as conventional ones. WHY: Saves energy, preserves natural and monetary resources.
WHAT: Promotes international trade partnerships, fair prices, and sustainable
practices. WHY: Supports farmers, improves community development and markets.
WHAT: An independent, non-profit organization that ensures products come from
responsibly managed forests. WHY: Protects forests for future generations.
WHAT: A highly-renewable fiber that grows without pesticides as an alternative
for cotton. WHY: Uses fewer toxins and natural resources.
WHAT: A fabric made from wood pulp cellulose and is 100% biodegradable.
WHY: Uses a production process with less environmental impact.
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SUSTAINABLE GLOSSARY
ORGANIC

REPURPOSED

PEACE SILK

SUSTAINABLE

WHAT: Agricultural products grown without the use of artificial chemicals used in
food, fabrics, and cosmetics. WHY: Fewer toxins.
WHAT: This process uses cocoons that the moth has already abandoned.
WHY: It’s renewable and biodegradable.

RECYCLED

WHAT: A process that turns waste into raw materials that can be used for new
products. WHY: Conserves natural resources, reduces energy consumption.

RECLAIMED

WHAT: A process that gives discarded materials products a second life by
repurposing them. WHY: Reduces waste and saves natural resources.

RENEWABLE

WHAT: A process that can replenish itself within nature and be used for energy or
materials. WHY: Reduces air pollution, soil contamination, and uses less energy.

REUSE

WHAT: The process of finding new ways of using an existing item or extending its
life span. WHY: Reduces waste and energy.
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WHAT: The process of using or converting an item or material for another or
new use. WHY: Reduces waste, saves natural resources and energy.
WHAT: Materials, products, or systems that have less of an impact on the
environment and human health. WHY: Saves natural resources and the planet.

UNBLEACHED

WHAT: Does not use chlorine or other chemicals as bleaching agents that can be
toxic. WHY: Less harmful to the environment and human health.

VINTAGE

WHAT: Pre-owned clothing or products found at thrift-shops, antique stores, or
online. WHY: Keeps items out of waste streams, saves natural resources.

VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds)

WHAT: Chemical compounds that are released into the air by many household
and commercial products. WHY: Creates air pollution and health problems.

WATER-BASED AND LOW-VOC INK

WHAT: Decreases the use of solvents and has lower VOCs. WHY: Reduces the use
of solvents, VOC emissions and saves natural resources.
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